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1 Introduction
High-speed steels (HSSs) are widely used in making 
cutting tools due to their high hardness and good wear 
resistance even at high temperature. These excellent 
properties can be attributed to the carbides uniformly 
distributed in the matrix, such as MC, M6C, etc [1, 2]. 
As for W-Mo HSSs, the as-cast structure at room 
temperature mainly contains M2C eutectic carbides 
and a small number of large-size primary MC carbides 
(stable phase) directly precipitate from the liquid 
phase [3]. Among them, M2C is a metastable phase, and 
could totally decompose into smaller MC and M6C 
secondary carbides after a series of processing [4-6]. Even 
though MC carbides have the highest hardness (around 
3,000 HV) and contribute high wear resistance [7], these 
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primary MC carbides are large in size and irregular in 
shape, and are detrimental to the fracture toughness of 
HSSs [8]. Furthermore, they consume a large amount of 
carbon and other alloy elements in the matrix, which 
leads to a reduction in the strength and toughness of 
the steel. Therefore, controlling the morphology and 
size of primary MC carbides is very important to 
improve the performance of HSSs. 

Many efforts have been made to refine primary 
carbides. One effort is the mechanical processing 
(forging or rolling) combined with heat treatment 
method. This is a traditional method for refining 
austenite grain and improving secondary precipitation 
of carbides in HSSs [9]. Ghomashchi et al. [10] found that 
M6C eutectic carbide was fragmented and spheroidized 
after hot forging and post deformation, while MC 
carbide remained mainly unchanged in morphology, but 
a little coarsening in size under the same deformation 
condition. This implies that a greater amount of 
deformation is required to break up the primary MC 
carbide, which is usually difficult to achieve in the core 
of the ingot. More seriously, the size of primary MC 
carbide in the core is usually the largest.
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Another effort is a microalloying and modification 
method. Dobrzański et al. [11, 12] found that the austenite grain 
size in W-Mo-V HSSs was decreased obviously through 
the addition of Ti or Nb as partial substitutions for some 
expensive alloy elements (such as Mo, V and W). However, 
Nb and Ti accelerated the formation of coarse MC primary 
carbides. Ding et al. [3] illustrated that increasing V would 
cause the change of eutectic carbide from a harmful skeletal 
morphology (M6C carbides) to a lamellar morphology 
(unstable M2C carbides). This not only enhanced the 
formation of M2C carbides, but also accelerated the formation 
of primary MC carbides. Li et al. [13] refined the eutectic and 
network MC by adding RE-Al-B-Ti. Fu et al. [14] modified 
M2 cast HSS by adding RE-Al-N to eliminate the network 
eutectic carbides. However, unless the addition process is 
effectively controlled, the addition of these rare earths and 
their composites may introduce undesirable inclusions. 

As far as we know, the most effective method to control 
carbides is to increase the cooling rate to reduce elemental 
segregation and modify the carbides [15-17]. Electroslag remelting 
(ESR), which has a strong cooling rate by the use of water-
cooled copper mold, is considered to be effective in controlling 
segregation [18]. Among all ESR process parameters, melting 
rate significantly affects the molten-metal pool shape and 
the structure after solidification. Chen et al. [19] simulated the 
influence of the melting rate on the depth of the molten-metal 
pool and grain growth angle during ESR process, and obtained 
the most suitable melting rate to control the solidified structure 
of Mn18Cr18N hollow ingot. Zhu et al. [20] demonstrated that 
primary carbides of M7C3 in 8Cr13MoV stainless steel were 
refined and their amount was reduced when using a lower 
ESR melting rate. Since the relationship between melting rate 
and local solidification time (that is the time the alloy stays 
in the mushy zone, simplified to LST) is not monotonic [18], 
the influence of the melting rate on the solidification structure 
becomes more complicated. This makes it difficult to predict 
the optimal melting rate to achieve the best microstructure. 
Moreover, the effect of melting rate on primary MC carbides 
needs to be further studied.

In this study, the dendritic structure and element segregation 
of M2 HSS after ESR with three melting rates were analyzed. 
The morphology, distribution and size of primary MC carbides 
at different melting rates were compared, and the effect of 
melting rate on the precipitation mechanism of MC carbides 
was investigated using thermodynamic theory coupled with 
Clyne-Kurz (simplified to C-K) segregation model.

2 Experimental procedure
ESR experiment was completed in a fully enclosed chamber 
and argon gas was introduced to control the oxygen content 
of the chamber during the remelting process. The M2 alloy 
rods with a diameter of 100 mm and a length of 800 mm were 
purchased and used as the ESR electrodes. The chemical 
composition of the electrode measured by ICP-AES method 

was 0.78wt.% C, 0.28wt.% Si, 0.31wt.% Mn, 3.94wt.% Mo, 
5.68wt.% W, 3.68wt.% Cr, 1.82wt.% V, 0.0873wt.% Al, and 
Fe in balance. The different melting rates were achieved by the 
melting rate control module of the ESR equipment, which was 
designed by Shenyang Huasheng Metallurgical Technology 
and Equipment Co., Ltd. In this study, the melting rate of the 
ESR ingot was set to 2, 1.2 and 0.8 kg·min-1, respectively. The 
inlet and outlet temperatures of the mold cooling water were 
maintained at about 298 K (25 °C) and 308 K (35 °C) during 
the ESR process, respectively. 

The samples were firstly taken from the center of the 
ESR ingot when the solidification reached a steady state at a 
constant melting rate. Then they were mechanically polished 
and etched using a Murakami etchant [3 g K3Fe (CN)6 + 
10 g NaOH + 100 mL H2O]. The dendritic structure was 
analyzed using an optical microscope (OM). The value of 
secondary dendrite arm spacing (SDAS) was calculated by 
dividing the selected length by the numbers of intersected 
secondary arms. The mean value of SDAS was calculated 
from 30 measurements per sample. Element segregation and 
morphology of the primary carbides were carried out by JXA-
8530F electron probe microanalyses (EPMA). The types of 
carbides were confirmed using a SmartLab 90 kW intelligent 
X-ray diffractometer. The content of the primary MC carbides 
was quantitatively analyzed using secondary electron images. 
The number of MC carbides with different sizes was summed 
after observing 30 fields with a magnification of 500 times. 
The dimensions of these polygonal carbides were measured 
according to their longest diagonal. 

3 Results and discussion

3.1 Dendritic structure and element segregation
Figure 1 compares the structure of M2 ingot with different 
melting rates. As shown in Fig. 1(a), some fine columnar 
dendrites mixed with a small amount of equiaxed dendritic 
structures are observed at melting rate of 2 kg·min-1. The 
content of equiaxial dendrites is about 5% as measured 
from two-dimensional observations. When the melting rate 
decreases to 1.2 kg·min-1, as seen in Fig. 1(b), columnar 
dendrites are slightly thickened and the content of equiaxed 
dendrites increases to about 7%. In further decreasing the 
melting rate to 0.8 kg·min-1, columnar dendrites are further 
coarsened as shown in Fig. 1(c), and the content of equiaxed 
dendrites goes up to about 10%. Measurements show that the 
SDAS is increased from about 50 μm to 70 μm as the melting 
rate is decreased from 2 kg·min-1 to 0.8 kg·min-1. 

According to the results of Fischmeister [21], in M2 alloy, the 
empirical relationship between SDAS (dII) and cooling rate (RC) 
or LST (tf) is represented by Eq. (1) or Eq. (2), respectively. 
Based on these equations, it can be inferred from the increase of 
SDAS in the experiment that the cooling rate becomes smaller 
or LST becomes longer. However, for the ESR process, the 
melting rate has a complicated relation with some solidification 
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Fig. 1: Optical micrograph of M2 alloy at melting rates of 2 kg·min-1 (a), 1.2 kg·min-1 (b), and 0.8 kg·min-1 (c)

parameters, such as solidification rate (the velocity of the 
solidification front, Vr), cooling rate, or LST. Mitchell and 
Hernandez-Morales et al. [22, 23] indicated that increasing the 
melting rate would result in the increase of solidification 
rate and the decrease of temperature gradient (G). If the 
solidification rate is dominant, increasing the melting rate will 
lead to an increase in cooling rate according to Eq. (3), and a 
decrease in LST, while if the temperature gradient is dominant, 
the changes of cooling rate and the LST are just the opposite. 

In this experiment, it is inferred that when the melting rate is 
decreased from 2 kg·min-1 to 0.8 kg·min-1, the solidification rate 
is dominant. Therefore, it would result in a decrease in cooling 
rate and an increase in SDAS with the decrease of melting rate.

dII=bRc
-n (30.6 μm·s·K-1<b<47.4 μm·s·K-1, 0.34<n<0.38) (1)

(2)dII=5tf
0.38

(3)Rc=GVr

(a) (b) (c)

The element content of the main alloy elements between 
the dendrite core (Cd) and the interdendritic region (Ci) was 
determined by EPMA and the statistical results are shown in 
Fig. 2. Since the equilibrium partition coefficients (k) of solute 
elements are less than 1, as listed in Table 1, elements W, 
Mo, Cr and V tend to segregate into the interdendritic region. 
Furthermore, the greater the difference in element content 
between the interdendritic region and dendrite core (ΔC=Ci -Cd),
the more severe the microsegregation. At the melting rate of 
2 kg·min-1, the extent of segregation of Mo and Cr is 
relatively large, while V is moderate, and the segregation of W 

is the weakest. When the melting rate gradually decreases to 
0.8 kg·min-1, the segregation of Mo and V tends to be alleviated, 
while the segregation of Cr becomes severe. There is little 
change in the segregation of W. 

There are mainly three factors that determine the element 
microsegregation in the ingot, which are solidification 
path, partition coefficient and diffusion coefficient [24]. The 
solidification path of M2 alloy is L → L+δ → L+δ+γ → 
L+γ+carbides → γ+carbides. In this experiment, the limited 
change in cooling rate caused by the melting rate would not 
alter the type of solidified phase of the M2 ingot (as illustrated 
by Fig. 4, which will be discussed below). Frediksson [25] 
measured the alloy composition of M7 steel quenched 
from the melt and the results showed that W and Cr were 
homogeneously distributed throughout the primary δ dendrite 
before the start of the peritectic reaction (L+δ→γ). As for the 
solute elements of Mo and V, due to their higher diffusion 
coefficients in δ phase (Fig. 3) [26] and the partition coefficients 
in δ phase with little difference compared to those of W and Cr 
(Table 1), their concentration distributions can be considered 
to be homogeneous along the δ dendrite. After the peritectic 
reaction starts, the diffusion speed of the alloying element in γ 
phase plays a dominant role in element segregation. Moreover, 
the higher the diffusion coefficient of solute element in γ 
phase, the weaker the element segregation in γ phase. In 
further cooling to room temperature, due to the strong cooling 
caused by the water-cooled copper mold during ESR process, 

Table 1: Equilibrium partition coefficients (k) of solute elements between solid (δ phase or γ phase) and liquid in steel [26]

Element C Si Mn Al W Mo Cr V

kδ/L 0.19 0.77 0.77 0.6 0.85 0.8 0.95 0.93

kγ/L 0.34 0.52 0.785 0.6 0.45 0.585 0.86 0.63

Fig. 2: Element content of main alloy elements between 
dendrite core (Cd) and interdendritic (Ci) region 
with different melting rates
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Fig. 4: XRD patterns of M2 alloy with melting rate of 
             2 kg·min-1 (a), 1.2 kg·min-1 (b), and 0.8 kg·min-1 (c)

Fig. 5: Number of primary MC carbides per unit area

Fig. 3: Diffusion coefficients (D) of some solute elements 
in δ phase and γ phase of steel [26]

the γ phase transforms into the non-diffusive martensite phase. 
Hence, the extent of segregation of the alloying elements in 
the high-temperature γ phase could be retained in the room-
temperature martensite phase. As shown in Fig. 3, W has the 
highest diffusion coefficient in the high-temperature γ phase, 
so W segregation is the lightest. In contrast, the diffusion 
coefficients of Mo and Cr are low, and thus their segregation 
is more severe. Since the cooling rate becomes lower resulting 
from the decreasing of melting rate, solute elements have 
more time to diffuse to achieve homogenization. Therefore, 
as the melting rate is decreased, the segregation of Mo and 
V is further alleviated. However, Cr exhibits an abnormal 
segregation behavior, which might be because it is usually 
a comparatively weak ferrite stabilizer, and it may even 
have a slight tendency to stabilize austenite as indicated by 
Fredriksson [25].

3.2 Morphology, distribution and size of MC 
primary carbides

Figure 4 shows the XRD spectra of M2 alloy with three 
melting rates. There are three main phases, which are the 
matrix phase of α-Fe phase and the carbides of M2C (hexagonal 
structure) and MC (cubic structure). As the melting rate 
gradually decreases from 2 kg·min-1 to 0.8 kg·min-1, the (222) 
peak intensity and (400) peak intensity of MC significantly 
drop as seen by the arrows in Fig. 4. This indicates that the 
relative content of MC carbide of the M2 alloy significantly 
reduces with the decrease of melting rate.

The number of primary MC carbides per unit area under 
three melting rates is shown in Fig. 5. At the melting rate 
of 2 kg·min-1, the number of primary MC carbides per unit 
area with the size in the range of 2 μm to 6 μm accounts for 
about 75% of all MC carbides. The number of primary MC 
carbides per unit area with the size greater than 8 μm is the 
lowest of all sizes. Reducing the melting rate to 1.2 kg·min-1, 
the carbides size is mainly concentrated in the range of 4 μm 
to 8 μm, which accounts for about 65% of all MC carbides. 
As the melting rate is further reduced to 0.8 kg·min-1, the 
size of carbides is mainly concentrated on larger than 8 μm, 
accounting for about 40% of all sizes. It is apparent that as the 

melting rate is reduced, among the MC carbides with different 
sizes, the size of carbides with the greatest number per unit 
area gradually increases. This indicates to a certain extent 
that MC carbides at the melting rate of 2 kg·min-1 are more 
refined compared to those at the melting rate of 0.8 kg·min-1. 
Meanwhile, the relative content of MC carbides is the largest 
at 2 kg·min-1 (Fig. 4), which means that the distribution of MC 
carbides may be more dispersed. Figure 6 shows the carbides 
distribution under different melting rates at low magnification. 
The black spots in Fig. 6 are the primary MC carbides. It is 
known that precipitation of MC carbides is promoted and their 
distribution is more uniform at 2 kg·min-1.

Figure 7 shows the morphology of MC primary carbides 
at melting rate of 2, 1.2 and 0.8 kg·min-1, respectively. The 
dark gray irregular blocky carbide in Fig. 7 is primary MC. 
According to the quantitative analysis of EPMA [P1 is 
represented by the black cross in Fig. 7(a)], it contains up to 
about 60wt.% V, and dissolves a small amount of Cr, Mo, 
W, Mn and Fe. Attached to the MC carbide is lamellar Mo-
rich M2C eutectic, as seen by line analysis in Fig. 7(a). As the 
melting rate is gradually decreased, the blocky MC carbide 
becomes larger, while the element compositions are almost 
unchanged as measured by P2 of Fig. 7(b) and P3 of Fig. 7(c). 
These MC carbides with sizes up to a few microns or even tens 
of microns indicate that they may precipitate out of the liquid 
phase.

(a)
(b)
(c)
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Fig. 6: Backscattered images of carbides distribution with melting rate of 2 kg·min-1 (a), 1.2 kg·min-1 (b), and 0.8 kg·min-1 (c)

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 7: Backscatter images of MC carbides under different melting rates of 2 kg·min-1 (a), 1.2 kg·min-1 (b), and 0.8 kg·min-1 (c)

(a) (b) (c)

3.3 Effect of melting rate on precipitation 
mechanism of primary MC carbide by 
thermodynamic calculation

As known in Fig. 4, all the peaks of MC carbide are close to 
that of VC0.88 (a0 = 0.8334 nm). Therefore, in this study, VC0.88 
was used to analyze the precipitation behavior of MC carbide. 
The precipitation of VC0.88 carbides is not only related to the 
standard Gibbs free energy (ΔG0), but also to the content of C 
([%C]) and V ([%V]). The reaction of VC0.88 in the molten steel 
is shown as follows [27]:

[V]+0.88[C]=VC0.88(s), ΔG0= -121,172+96.62T (4)

where        , the activity of VC0.88, can be considered as 
unified under present experimental conditions. a[V], a[C] are 
the Henrian activities of V and C relative to 1mass% standard 
state in liquid iron, respectively, and fV and fC are the activity 
coefficients of V and C, respectively. Their activity coefficients 
can be obtained using Wagner theory [28]:

(7)

where    and    are the first-order interaction parameters of 
component j on component C and V, respectively. Since 
there is little data on second-order or high-order interaction 
parameters of these components, and the first-order interaction 
parameters can already meet the accuracy of thermodynamic 
calculation, the second-order or high-order interaction 
parameters are omitted in the calculation. The first-order 
coefficients in the molten steel at 1,873 K are listed in Table 2 [29]. 

In order to evaluate whether VC0.88 carbide is precipitated 
in the liquid, or mushy, or solid state, the liquidus and solidus 
temperatures need to be determined, according to Eqs. (9) [30] 
and (10) [21]. According to the alloy composition, the liquidus 
and solidus temperatures of M2 are 1,452 °C and 1,228 °C, 
respectively. Thus, based on the Eqs. (4)-(8), the Gibbs free 
energy (∆G) of VC0.88 at the liquidus temperature is about 
50.39 kJ·mol-1. It is much greater than 0, which means that 
VC0.88 cannot be precipitated at the liquidus temperature.

Table 2: First-order interaction coefficients      in molten steel at 1,873 K [29]e i
j

C Si Mn W Mo V Cr Al

C 0.14 0.08 -0.012 -0.0056 -0.0083 -0.077 -0.024 0.043

V -0.34 0.042 0.015 0.012 0.1

jei

(5)

(8)

eC
j eV

j

(9)
TL=1,536-78[%C]-9[%Si]-5[%Mn]-1.8[%Cr]
   -0.2[%W]-2[%Mo]-2[%V] (°C)

(10)
TS=1,266-110[%C]-3[%Si]+4[%W]+2[%Mo]
   +10[%V]+15[%Nb] (°C)

(6)
V C
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where αi is a Fourier number for solute element i, and defined 
as follows:

where     is the diffusion coefficient of solute element i in γ 
phase, and the value of      is shown in Fig. 3. dII is the SDAS. 
tf is the LST, and could be calculated by Eq. (2). 

Di
γ 

where, T is the temperature of the liquid phase during 
solidification, TL and TS are the liquidus and solidus 
temperature, respectively, and T0 is the melting point of pure 
iron (1,536 °C).

βi is a back-diffusion parameter of element i, and defined as 
follows:

Fig. 8: Relationship between Gibbs free energy of VC0.88 
and SDAS during solidification

When the temperature drops below the liquidus, solidification 
occurs and the solute elements are redistributed, and 
microsegregation is formed because of the insufficient diffusion 
of solute elements. To clarify the precipitation behavior of 
VC0.88, the segregation of C and V should be taken into account 
during the solidification process. On the one hand, though the 
diffusion coefficients of C in both δ phase and γ phase are very 
high, the diffusion coefficient of V in δ phase is about 2-3 
orders of magnitude higher than that in γ phase, as shown in 
Fig. 3. The main factor that determines the V segregation is the 
diffusion speed of V in γ phase, rather than the diffusion speed 
in δ phase. On the other hand, since the solidification takes 
place in the water-cooled copper mold during ESR process, the 
cooling rate is fast and the high-temperature δ phase stays for a 
relatively short time. Thus, in order to simplify the calculation, 
the precipitation of primary δ phase is ignored, and element 
redistribution only occurs between the γ phase and the molten 
steel in the M2 alloy. In this study, the C-K model [31], which 
is a back-diffusion model, is used to calculate the element 
segregation. Its basic assumptions are [31]: (i) there is complete 
diffusion in the liquid phase, (ii) there is a local equilibrium 
at the solid-liquid interface, (iii) the equilibrium partition 
coefficient of solute element and slope of the liquidus line are 
constant throughout solidification, (iv) the effects of nucleation 
undercooling and fluid-flow are negligible.

The C-K microsegregation model is as follows [26, 31]:

where CL,i is the liquid concentration of a given solute 
element i at the solid-liquid interface, C0, i is the initial liquid 
concentration of element i. ki is the equilibrium partition 
coefficient for element i. The value of ki between γ phase and 
liquid phase is listed in Table 1. fS is the solid fraction, and 
defined as follows:

Through Eqs. (11) and (14), the influence of the melting 
rate on the precipitation of VC0.88 during solidification can be 
illustrated as shown in Fig. 8. When the SDAS is lower than 
70 μm, ΔG is already lower than 0 before the solid fraction 
(fS) is equal to 1. (When fS=1, it corresponds to the solidus 
temperature.) This means that VC0.88 can be precipitated in the 
final solidification stage. In this experiment, since the SDAS 
is no more than 70 μm, the large-sized MC carbides observed 
in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 are all precipitated from the liquid during 
solidification. Furthermore, as the SDAS is decreased, the ΔG 
curve of VC0.88 tends to shift to the lower solid fraction (Fig. 8). 
It is inferred that VC0.88 can be formed at a higher temperature, 
or the thermodynamic driving force of VC0.88 precipitation can 
be enhanced at small SDAS. Therefore, the number of such 
MC carbides increases at the small SDAS caused by the high 
melting rate (2 kg·min-1 in this study), which is consistent with 
the experimental results of Fig. 4. Because that the SDAS at 
2 kg·min-1 is the smallest, LST is the shortest according to Eq. (2),
and there is not sufficient time to grow up for MC carbide. 
Therefore, the amount of MC carbides having the size greater than 
8 μm is significantly reduced at the melting rate of 2 kg·min-1.

Di
γ 

4 Conclusions
(1) When the melting rate is decreased from 2 kg·min-1 to 

0.8 kg·min-1, the columnar dendrites are gradually coarsened. 
At the melting rate of 2 kg·min-1, the extent of segregation 
of Mo and Cr is relatively large, and segregation of W is the 
smallest. As the melting rate gradually decreases to 0.8 kg·min-1, 
the segregation of Mo and V tends to be alleviated, while the 
segregation of Cr becomes severe. There is little change in the 
segregation of W.

(2) The number of primary MC carbides per unit area with 
the sizes in the range of 2 μm to 6 μm accounts for about 75% 
of all MC carbides at 2 kg·min-1, while the carbides are mainly 
concentrated on the size larger than 8 μm at 0.8 kg·min-1. As the 
melting rate is reduced from 2 kg·min-1 to 0.8 kg·min-1, the size 
of carbides with the greatest number per unit area is gradually 
increased, the number of carbides is decreased.

(11)CL,i = C0,i[1+fS(βi ki-1)](1-k )/(β k  -1)i i i

(14)
II

i
i f

(13)i i
i i

(12)fS

T0 - TS TL - T
TL - TS T0 - T
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(3) As calculated by C-K model, MC carbide can be 
precipitated in the final solidification stage. A smaller 
secondary dendrite arm spacing caused by the higher melting 
rate (2 kg·min-1 in the experiment) helps refinement of the 
primary MC carbide.
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